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Abstract: This piece is inspired by the symptoms of the covid virus. Uniform motion heals. It makes our mind 

forget pain. We have seen that  the covid  virus likes exponential or imbalance or inequity . It can thrive in 

places where people are in groups. A balanced crowd. A crowd with groups of =5 people only. 
We can’t achieve that practically . We followed wolves and learnt to be in groups. Birds and fishes mimic the 

same behavior. So, world is balanced only. We don’t know the equation of a balanced crowd though. When the 

virus is inside us, we can’t breathe because breathing is uniform motion also. It's killing the uniform motion , 

that's why people die. What's a loop or circle? Can a circle defeat a sphere? Can a circular entity destroy the 

spherical virus? 

 

A sphere can move straight or spin. And in the virus it seemed to be  moving straight with those spikes 

, so it does not spin. We cannot breathe is a symptom of the virus. It makes breathing non-uniform. A sphere is 

spinning in an apparatus through which air is flowing in and out(our lungs).Now lets think differently. I am 

virus2 and I am supposed to kill the virus1. I should spin faster to defeat virus1. Maybe that's our mistake. There 

are 2 viruses we are supposed to take into account. So a dead virus is not the solution.   

Our body can adapt to any kind of food. Our blood too can . We are injecting the drug on the blood. If 
we eat a dead cooked chicken we won’t die. So, what are we injecting on the lungs? We probably just need to 

breathe in and out the medicine, till the virus is out or dead.  

Oxygen is not the medicine . But temperature regulators have healed people. We  haven’t breathed a 

paracetamol in and out. We need a drug which increases our body temperature to fight pneumonia. It is anti-

paracetamol. It complements paracetamol.  

 

Equilibrium and sound: 

 

A sphere = it is floating in vacuum . Question is, whether it is spinning or moving in a straight line? 

 

What is equilibrium? 
A point equidistant from the positive and negative. Some more questions that are are: What is negation 

for a circle? What is negation for a sphere? Negate the spinning . Question is what negative spinning is?  

Spinning is not the equilibrium state. 

 

Purpose of spinning:  

Why would I spin? If I am a dot and there is a perpendicular entity elongated to the dot . Now if the dot 

is in between the elongation or  at the top or  at bottom , it doesn’t impact spinning. Which means a line in a 

circle when it spins. Does not exist comes before exists. Yes. Nothing comes before something. So, 0 is before 1. 

-1 does not exist. What is balance? Balance is if we can make 0--1--0 =1. There is nothing called negative of no 

pain. That's one basis of life. But maybe negative of no pain = a new species. 

We need , the series 010=1 with time. Suppose we succeeded. We absorbed time. We don’t grow with 

time anymore. Which means 01 contains 0.It does , right. We can die at any instant. Question is , what is the 
equilibrium spinning? It should spin forever in uniform velocity? And it can be different for different people. 

Question also is, what can our body accept? Everything except metals. It can accept metals too with pain. But at 

the end we breathe off. So, we can halt continuity behavior. We should not grow too much, our growth is not in 

equity because continuous waves/sine waves grow and then diminish at a equal rate. We know that know your 

nails don’t age. But we  can’t inject anything on our nails. Question is can we  grow as both growing up and 

getting diminished as well? Like sine wave.  Our skin does age only.  
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Its the skin which grows and diminishes. Its the bone that brittles out.Breathing is dependent on the body. The 

immortal continuity is dependent on other factors.It's the blood that should not stop circulating. Question is, 

what is growth? In presence of heat objects expand. Only our skin diminishes and we don’t know why. 
 

Why does equilibrium heal- A failed attempt to understand sound and equilibrium: 

Equilibrium feels great and good. That's what the world craves for. Equilibrium consists of love. 

Equilibrium masks pain. So, question is what is the human brain? Human brain does not require water to 

survive. Water also is an entity that does not contain past or memory. But we cry , from where does the tears  

originate? Question is how to read the human mind and store the thought outside the mind?  In the clock. Time . 

Thoughts are time variables. Where is time in the circle? Time is discrete on the circle and is a life. If we try to 

move on a circle, we cannot be simultaneously  at points A and B at the same time. If time=life and we just want 

to store our thoughts in an external device. Thoughts need an exit but need not be received by another mind. We 

would  want to store thoughts in a entity. Entity can be invisible or  on some metal. But thoughts are discrete 

entities and are functions of time. We want to store thoughts.Thoughts are information. Intelligence and 
information are not  the same . They differ slightly. There is nothing called intelligence. Everything is 

information or something called modified information. Question is how do we store thoughts? As invisible 

maybe. Thoughts move from mind to mind through sound. So, sound can transfer thoughts. Yes. And where 

does it project the transferred thoughts? It might reach a mind or not reach at all. We don’t really know how 

sound transfers thoughts. Electricity transfers light. One finding is Sounds transfer thoughts and modified 

information too. 

Lets imagine a liquid tree. A set of green waves flowing above brown waves in anti-gravity or less gravity 

zones. It's just a liquid seed. When they cut a tree, sound is generated. What generates the sound? Even when 

liquid moves as waves , sound is generated. When we try to displace something, sound is generated. Question is 

, what solidifies a tree without liquid . A tree does not come out of a tree. It does actually like humans. 

Something is not well explained. But where is the green lost for humans? Green+red=yellow 

Rule of sound is collision/ displacement. Sounds are of several types. Sounds have variants. They are as 
invisible as air and are not affected by medium. So, sound is present everywhere but only few receptors of sound 

exist.  Receptors of sound are also sources of sound and receptors as well. What is a network of sound called? A 

receptor and a source of sound both. Then question is ,  what is the equation of sound ? We are inhaling and 

exhaling sound as well but the path is not repetitive. Some  Laws of sound are == 

1. A source of sound also might be a receptor of sound independent of each other thus creating sound for 

surrounding receptors and itself too. 

            Hence, Source =n * receptors where n=1, 2, ….number of receptors. 

2. Source is not equal to  0 even when receptors=0 including self receptors. 

3. Sound cannot be nullified, unless the source is destroyed for life that moves. Sound cannot be nullified 

in the atmosphere. Every small displacement causes sound.  

4. Sound population is higher than human population . If suppose we have quantified a network of sound 
on earth through only sound receptors, then sound receptors increase exponentially now and emotions of the 

people will change to a different level. So, the apparatus should be both producer and receptor of sound. Thats 

it , we are the receptors of sound. We can’t create  a receptor of sound.  

 

Concluding observations: 

Suppose Newton had laws of space.  Space has no sound of its own except displacement of 2 entities 

occurring in space. Can we displace space from space? Can we displace earth from earth? How would we  

separate vacuum from vacuum? You fill it with air and then vacuum it up again. Yes. We give birth to a kid and 

then it dies. Question is what is sound doing when vacuum separates from vacuum? Sound ends too.  Discrete 

vacuum = bubbles maybe. But we don’t know why  they are spherical. I am a virus and I am creating vacuum on 

earth. Its ok , with time space reached this stage and its thoughtless. Its unethically stupid. Question is , how  

would we separate air from air? Its contagious disease. If air is contained inside a balloon, still we don’t separate 
air from air. Air can fill vacuum. We can also inhale air and exhale it . So vacuum can contain a inhaling 

machine made of any kind of substance. I need an aperture which inhales air and exhales air in vacuum. Vacuum 

in space is not inhaling air off earth’s atmosphere.  

  

 


